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Live Issue Fixes in Sage 200 Suite 2011 Service Pack 2 
Service Pack 2 currently contains all fixes documented here (new for SP2 and rolled up from SP1).  
 
The list below contains a list of the ‘live’ issues reported to us (denoted by the incident reference) by our Business 
Partners and Customers and internally reported issues.  
 
The list is organised by module.  

Service Pack 2 Issues: 

Module Issue Tracking System 
Reference  
(where appropriate) 

Description 

Core 200   

 1020 

2698 

Over allocation if reverse invoice, or manually allocate to 
invoice, after generating suggested payments. 

 1377 Report is picking up details from Credit Notes when it should 
not. 

 2239 Nominal Journal Entry: Credit and Debit columns swap after 
Changing Company. 

 3615 Foreign Bank Revaluation - Not writing off negative base 
balances when currency balance is positive. 

 3640 Reconciled and un reconciled reports show both payment 
and receipt values for every transaction. 

 4045 No Email Remittance generated for Suppliers with Factor 
House. 

 4205 Stock take takes far longer in 2011 than 5.1. 

 4254 Program stops responding when running Prove Ledger 
routine on Manufacturing system. 

 4285 Transfer Stock can update TraceableItem ReceiptDate 
incorrectly which means oldest stock can become newest 
stock just by transferring from one warehouse to another. 

 N/a Stock valuation report- stock code and name right justified. 

BOM   

 New Feature BOM now has the ability to update the weight stored against 
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the Built Item Stock Record.  

 3797 BOM comment lines don’t migrate to v2010. 

 3985 Cannot add Stock Items to BOM if the ‘StockItem’ table has 
been extended. 

 4161 Error on View Cost Breakdown screen-cannot set the value 
of the field (.markup percentage) to -0.000. 

 4199 Incorrect description being used in the BOM explosion 
screen. 

 4246 Description used in the BOM component is not updated 
when the component is changed in Stock Item Details. 

 4287 Can’t import manufacturing extension details. 

 4288 Manufacturing CSV converter tool needs updating to convert 
stock extension data. 

 
N/a 

Adding BOM Group on Trial Kitting doesn't display correct qty 
if BOM is outside of effectivity date range 

 N/a Exploding subassemblies in non stock units not functioning 
correctly. 

 N/a Ability to set markup % to top level BOM. 

EST   

 New Feature New setting added into Estimating to allow control over how 
Estimating retrieves cost prices for built items. 

 
4249 

Estimates are not referenced when deleting stock code – 
results with errors in MRP. 

 N/a Ability to create one sales order for multiple estimates. 

WOP   

  4182  Amend non stock costs against one off works orders 

 4256 WOP - list description is different to WO updated description. 

4281 Manually selecting BOM reference on a WO can cause 
issues with Movement balance and stock quantities. 

 4286 Entering timesheets does not record times against machines. 

4296 Costing a BOM with tooling costs, gives different results 
when WO with BOM is costed. 
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N/a  Reverse stock issue miscellaneous items does not 
recalculate the Cost Variance correctly on the 
Estimate/Actual tab correctly. 

N/a  Incorrect Material Actuals for miscellaneous stock items. 

Planning   

 
3397 

Action a cancel recommendation for a single PO line out of 
many, the total is not updated 

 4158 MRP Not Recommending Cancellation of Un-necessary 
Purchase Orders. 

MSM   

 N/a Improved Stock Control. It now allows the import of 
Manufacturing Stock Item Extensions. 

Graphical 
Planner 

  

  SP2 will ship Graphical Planner 11.1. In addition to the host 
of bug fixes, this introduces a brand new licensing 
mechanism which means that it will work on 64 bit operating 
systems. 

CRM   

 New Functionality From 7.1 SP2 onwards, the merge person functionality has 
been added to the CRM user interface. This can be found in 
the Merge button when clicking change on a person. 
 

 New Functionality From 7.1 SP2 onwards, the merge company functionality has 
now been assigned to a button on the edit company 
summary screen.  It now also includes ‘Merge with latest’ 
functionality. 

 3805 Use Tax Code as SOP Default not set for new Customers 
created within CRM. 

 3435 Populate Order Delivery address from CRM delivery address 
(if it exists) or at least populate postcode field correctly. 
Please note: The fix will only work on a valid UK postal code, 
for example NE13  9AA, not NE139AA. 

 4154 Amending a SOP order appends data in field 
oppo_description with the order number. 

 N/a Further improvements to CRM error logging information. 

 N/a Delete an account in ERP (and unlinked in CRM) can result 
in phone, fax and person data been deleted from CRM after 
synchronisation. Also results in a new blank billing address 
being inserted into CRM. 
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 N/a Unable to change the integrated company on a new account 
if the default integration is disabled due to the user having 
stopped using CRM integration prior to upgrade. 

 N/a Sync fails an account is added and deleted in Sage 200 then 
synchronised and the steps repeated.  

 N/a Company unlinked if the company synchronisation is 
amended with an invalid currency. 

 N/a If a company is put on hold, the addresses are removed from 
the company. 

 N/a Total order value is not updated on an opportunity if the 
order is added using form launching. 

 N/a Order not deleted from CRM when it is deleted from ERP. 

 N/a Only the last order entered against an opportunity has the 
number incorporated into the opportunity name. 

 N/a Change to the creation of vConsolidated list view 

This view is created during the first synchronisation with 
Sage 200 to support the consolidated lists. A defect was 
discovered in the definition of this view. This would result in 
the view not being created if the customer had extended 
fields on the company table of type NText resulting in an 
error when viewing the consolidated lists screen. 

 N/a Change to all consolidated views 

All views for consolidated lists have been updated to ensure 
that they are territory aware. Previously these views would 
show information to a user that was not designated 
permissions due to the territory security in CRM.  

 N/a 2009 – 2010 Upgrade Script 

Now updated to version 8 with the following changes: 

• Removed check for duplicate foreign id. 
• Added deleted checks on person when setting 

primary addresses as the changes to deleted records 
resulted in issues in the 2010 synchronisation. 

• Ensured that no non-deleted company has a deleted 
account as its primary account. 

• When linking people to accounts do not include 
deleted people. 

• Ensure any shipping addresses on integrated 
accounts that are not already synchronised are 
queued for inclusion in the next sync. 

• Don’t process primary and billing addresses for 
deleted companies and accounts. 

• Create missing business phone and email records as 
this will result in a loss of data in the future upgrade 
to CRM 7.1.  
 

 N/a 2010 – 2011 Upgrade Script 

Fix to improve the consistency of address records, ensure 
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that records which are not integrated have a null intforeignid.  

 

Service Pack 1 Issues Rolled Into Service Pack 2:  

Module Issue Tracking System 
Reference  
(where appropriate) 

Description 

Core 200   

 539 Stock valuation report doubling after amending goods 
received. 

 2806 Stock valuation report discrepancies after amending 
traceable goods received. 

 (2804) 3071 

 

Cannot amend allocation session containing over 2100 
items. 

Allocation session hanging due to high volume of 
transactions. 

 4009 Stock item VAT code ignored for UK customers if segmented 
addresses are used. 

 4038 Cannot print SOP invoice after applying the 20% VAT 
inclusive fix, when applying discount and invoicing 
immediately. 

 4065 After upgrading Sage 200, accessing financials only data 
generates errors. 

 4072 Comment lines are not printing out on draft bills. 

 (3226) 4179 Timeout errors when running year end. 

  Update current postings is timing out. 

BOM   

 4029 Not able to use Enter key in multi-line notes text box on 
operation resource. 

 4107 The summary section of BOM cost breakdown ignores ‘Fixed 
Length’ flag against setup time on subassemblies. 

 4109 Cost breakdown does not calculate setup time correctly 
where using: 

• Roll Up cost. 
• Default Cost Quantity costing method. 
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• Setup time on subassembly operations. 
• Fixed length for setup time. 

 4110 Cost breakdown is not calculated correctly when using fixed 
quantity components on subassemblies. 

 4169 Record built items calculates the wrong component quantity 
in a multi-level BOM. 

 4196 Missing heading labels on BOM costing. 

 4206 Subassembly change from built to phantom does not update 
Bill of Materials record correctly. 

  Extended support for CSV Conversions to ‘Component 
Association’ and ‘Primary/Secondary Constraints’. 

  Component line status and the legacy BomHeaders table are   
not updated if the stock item built type is changed.   

  Can have an active built stock item without a BOM. 

  Text used for history reference when updating Operation 
Details on BOM records not correct. 

  Unhandled exception when selecting many BOMs if a BOM 
record is outside its effectivity date range. 

  Update Operations not creating new BOM versions. 

   Improvements required for operation component entry. 

  Update operation rates does not use version control. 

  Exception received when viewing cost breakdown due to 
rounding issues when calculating the mark-up percentage. 

EST   

 619 k line is created when entering a product code 
r fast entry estimates. 

An extra blan
fo

 623 After selecting the product code on a fast entry estimate, it is
not possible to change the selling price, even if cost + 
markup is selected. 

 

 N/a Further enhancements in the module, include: 
 
• Colour coding of changed columns in the e

tab when quantity breaks are manually am
stimate totals 
ended. 

• Rearrangement of columns on the Cost Headings 
window. 

WOP   
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 885 Timesheet entry total hours not displayed correctly at the top 
of the screen. 

 3390 Operation components are not referenced correctly if the 
component exists more than once on the works order. 

 3566 Phantom Operation Costs not exploded by quantity required 
onto WOs. 

 3674 Adding an operation to a works order during timesheet entry 
causes the following problems: 

• Costs are recorded against the works order but are not 
posted to the Nominal Ledger. 

• Time fields are not accessible subsequently for the 
works order. 

 3916 Barcode expressions are not configured correctly on one off 
documents. 

 3917 Not possible to log on to one off jobs manually using 
Operation Times. 

 3919 One off works order tracking tab is not updated correctly by 
Operation Times when the operation is completed in stages. 

 3920 Scanning one-off jobs for operation times works differently 
from scanning batch jobs for operation times. 

 3933 Unable to close works orders because of differences 
between the movement balance and the issued cost. 

 4073 Incorrect nominal codes used when closing sub-assembly. 

 4215 Incorrect allocations after amending allocations on a works 
order. 

  Reports showing all components and not just those 
components that have an outstanding requirement. 

  The works order number entered for a one off order is not 
correctly reflected on the Select Works Order/Stage window. 

  Works orders and jobs are not included when determining 
stock item usage levels. 

MSM   

  It is not possible to enter negative monetary values when 
using Autogenerate quantity breaks. 

  Default width of operation costing results window is too 
narrow and does not show all costing results without the 
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need to scroll. 

  The Type column is too far away from Name column in the 
Cost Headings window. 

Planning   

 2545 MRP does not explode demand for works order 
subassemblies if the subassemblies do not exist on the 
BOM. 

 3029 Copying a sales forecast from 2009 to 2010 gives an 
exception. 

 3303 Sales order demand is shown as negative, following 
despatch, until the order is invoiced and related invoice is 
posted, resulting in reduced demand for stock items with 
unposted sales invoices. 

 4082 Dates are not correct on recommendations on the level 
below a recommendation that is affected by max batch size. 

 4129 When a top level works order has a number that is also used 
with an alpha suffix on the works order subassemblies, 
exploding MRP tags gives an exception. 

CRM   

 2840 Sync fails if the supplier is of payment type ‘Electronic 
payment’. 

 3694 Company phone and email details not available on New 
Company window after sync. 

 4004 Web orders don't appear in SOP list unless automatic order 
and return number setting is enabled. 

 4005 When amending web quotes with no lines, an error is 
generated. Line items cannot be added to the quote without 
cancelling the automatically generated line first. 

 4006 Cannot launch Sage 200 forms for different integrations 
more than once, without exiting the task launcher and 
restarting. 

 4128 Sync hangs if a delivery address is deleted and another 
address is added with the same name. 

 4030 Upgrading from CRM 6.1 causes an error in linking to ERP. 

 4148 Cannot change financials details after selecting ERP system 
with multiple integrations. 

  Need more detailed information in the Sage 200 Web 
Services log file when errors occur during synchronisation. 
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